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One of the reasons cited for the current global financial
crisis is the long period of exceptionally loose monetary
policies prevalent globally. However, India has earned
credit for its deft handling of the recent global credit crisis,
under the able guidance of conservative central bank
leadership. This collection of essays from an erstwhile
central banker gives some idea of what we did right to stay
afloat in a sea of financial turbulence. (Rakesh Mohan
served two terms as the Deputy Governor of the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI), apart from heading various committees
such as the Committee on Financial Sector Assessment
(CFSA). Rakesh Mohan has argued against the solitary goal
of inflation targeting even prior to the crisis at a time when
many central bankers and noted economists were forcefully
advocating it. The author stands vindicated as there is now
a global re-think on this count post-crisis.
Monetary Policy in a Globalised Economy: A Practi-
tioner’s View is a compendium of speeches grouped into
two sectionsdBanking and Finance in India, and Monetary
Policy and Central Banking.
Central bankers of developing countries like India face
many challenges like maximising growth, minimising
unemployment, ensuring price stability, reducing exchange
rate volatility, lowering interest rates etc; they also have to
deal with sticky interest rates on small savings, and the lack
of a safety net for the poor. Mohan indicates that Indian
central bankers have all along followed this multiple goal
approach with a reasonable degree of success instead of
being obsessed with ‘inflation nutting’. He cautions central
bankers against high volatility in monetary policies, and to
look for signs of over-leveraging. He advises banks to build
up capital buffers in good times which can be used in bad
times. He observes that RBI was able to foresee trouble
brewing in the non-banking sector early on and tightened
regulations as a precautionary measure.
The author concedes that sticky real lending rates are
not a uniquely Indian phenomenon, but calls for lower real0970-3896 ª 2010 Indian Institute of Management Bangalore. All
rights reserved. Peer-review under responsibility of Indian Institute
of Management Bangalore.lending rates from banks by fine tuning interest rates in line
with appropriate inflationary expectations. He asks banks
to improve their risk management techniques so that they
can enhance lending to the small and medium enterprises
(SME) sector. He also argues that bank credit to industries
has not gone down and that the Indian industry has not
been starved of bank credit, using the proportion of credit
to GDP as the metric.
He traces the tortuous history of Indian agricultural
credit, and shows that agricultural credit as a proportion of
agricultural GDP has not fallen, even though the share of
agriculture GDP in total GDP has been declining. To further
the cause of agricultural credit, he calls for a new mission
along the lines of the Green Revolution albeit with certain
important changes. He reveals his development economist
moorings when he argues for a regionally disaggregated
approach instead of a uniform country-wide approach.
Whether such a planned approach is feasible in the current
financial environment is a moot question.
There is only a token reference to creditor rights and the
issue of creditor rights as quick legal remedies to sticky
loans which could possibly reduce the ‘risk aversion’ of
Indian bankers, is not tackled. He offers securitisation as on
option to fulfil the long-term funding needs of the industry;
but with securitisation having been at the epicentre of the
current global crisis, it is a doubtful option. On the
productivity and efficiency of Indian banks, he acknowl-
edges the rising share of banking and insurance in GDP,
wherein it reached 6.7% during the 1999e2000 to 2003e2004
period.
The author recounts RBI’s experience in handling the
challenges posed by large capital inflows, and advises central
bankers from emerging economies to follow a flexible
exchange rate policy in the face of volatile international
capital flows. The challenge is to distinguish the durable flows
from the transient flows. He comes out in support of the
sterilisation of capital flows as they can otherwise lead to
inflation, currency appreciation, loss of competitiveness, and
attenuation of money control. His unique suggestion is that
apart from tracking the traditional measures of consumption
and investment, modern central bankers have the challenge
of trackingknowledgeflowsacrossborders.Touchinguponthe
issueof the ‘impossible trinity’dthe simultaneousattainment
of independent monetary policy, open capital account, and
managed exchange ratedhe states that at best only two out
of the three are possible. Citing the ‘paradox of credibility’,
he warns that central banks can ill-afford to ignore credit and
monetary aggregates.
The author sounds prescient (as early as 2003) when he
mentions the growing global imbalances and the
Book Reviews 57accumulated twin deficits of the USdCurrent Account
Deficit (CAD) and fiscal deficit. He cautions that the
continuing dependence of the world on the US heightens
the risk of disorderly adjustment as neither would the US
be able to support the global economy forever nor could
an alternative emerge.
Chapter 9, which is perhaps the most important chapter
in the book, deals with six puzzles for contemporary mone-
tary policy. Mohan succinctly summarises the policy
dilemmas of a modern central banker as follows: (1) the
phenomenon of the US dollar appreciating despite increasing
US twin deficits, (2) soaring oil prices accompanied by strong
global growth, (3) long term bond yields falling in the pres-
ence of Fed Fund rate hikes, (4) low consumer inflation in the
presence of abundant liquidity and increasing asset prices,
(5) strong global growth accompanied by slowdown in global
saving and investment rates, and (6) the phenomenon of low
inflation despite currency depreciation. He argues that the
greatest puzzle in the current global financial scene is the
co-existence of abundant liquidity and low consumer infla-
tion, as conventional wisdom has failed to explain it
convincingly. He puts forward the argument of super-effi-
cient global financial markets taming inflation, which has
become debatable after the crisis.
He enters the current Debt Management Office (DMO)
debate by posing an open question whether separating debt
management (independent DMO) from monetary manage-
ment (core RBI function) would have effectively countered
fiscal dominance over monetary policy. He avers that in
spite of such a separation, close cooperation actually exists
between the Fed and the Treasury in the US.
While accepting that financial stability cannot be easily
summarised, he adds that the financial stability of an
economy depends on the performance of the non-financial
sector. On financial sector regulation, he does not take
a clear stand on whether to follow the FSA model of the UK
or the American approach, but calls for greater organised
coordination among regulators to monitor financial
conglomerates which span across sectors.
The present crisis has left many reputed bankers groping
for answers and many established beliefs have come into
question. At a time when monetary theory and practice
seem divergent, a book like this which has a brass tacks
approach comes in handy. The book presents monetary
economics as practised in India, and will be useful for
students of the Indian economy who want to get an insight
into the calibrated approach of Indian central bankers.
While Rakesh Mohan is admittedly not a monetary econo-
mist, he sets out to make the book meaningful by combining
the wisdom of a practitioner with the analytical approach
of an economist.
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New public management is the buzzword among the
bureaucracies of the world. Forced by the process of glob-
alisation and encouraged by the success of management
tools in the private sector, many governments are now
reorganising or reinventing themselves. Many countries
including Australia, the UK, and South Korea have already
tried this, with success. In this context, Policing: Reinven-
tion Strategies in a Marketing Framework is a useful guide to
the use of reinvention strategies in the police department.
Among all the government departments, the police
department is often the last department people would like
to approach for help, unless forced by circumstances. The
police can also not to be blamed for this, since they are
‘lethargic centralised bureaucracies, based with archaic
rules and regulations, and strict adherence to hierarchical
chains of command’. This situation definitely needs to be
changed. This book presents the entire reform agenda for
police in two main frameworksdthe Five C Strategy
framework of reinventing government presented by
Osborne and Plastrik (core strategy, customer strategy,
control strategy, culture strategy, and consequence
strategy), and the Five P framework of marketing built
around people, product, price promotion, pace, process,
place and politics. In the context of the police department,
the people are the personnel in the organisation, the
product is the customer offering and customer solution, the
price is the cost of policing, the place would be according
to the convenience of the customers, promotion would
involve communication, pace would refer to responsive-
ness, the process would involve the effectiveness of the
systems, and politics would be the interface of the orga-
nisation with the political environment.
The author gives the appropriate strategies for different
stakeholders in table 1:3:1 which summarises the entire
body of recommendations made in the book. The author
has done a commendable job of combining two different
frameworks to come out with clear recommendations. A
highlight of this book is the compilation of the experiences
of other countries such as Japan, Singapore, USA, South
Africa, and Belgium among others. The book also covers
other management frameworks such as management of
mistakes, balanced score card, ‘servant leadership model’
etc. The author also discusses his own HAPPINESS Model for
the police department (Chart 11 2.3).
The author summarises the reports of various police
reform commissions in the book. However, the final recom-
mendations which are given in part II of the book need close
examination. While there are some specific recommenda-
tions which are doable (such as e-procurement for efficient
and transparent procurement), there are some others
(measuring employee activities instead of traits, for
instance) which are easier said than done. In fact the most
crucial aspect of any management is performance manage-
ment. But measuring the functions and the role of the police
is the most challenging task. It would not be feasible to
measure this based on the number of cases registered, or the
number of arrests made, or the crime rate in the area.
